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I. INTRODUORION 

Many cases arise when a ‘manufacturer wishes to make a - 

ghoiee between two methods of 

  

production, about whose rela- 

  

tive merite little or nothing is known, but some decision 

as to which method to accept for future production must be _ 

made, If the ma 

due to experimentation, then the procedure will be to manu- 

  

nulachurer ig not interested in his loss 

  

facture n items using each method, then manufacture the re- 

quired amount N, using that method proved the better on the 

  

initial 2n. The optimum sample size for this problem has 

been discussed by Somerville (1954). | 

the manufacturer is interested in his 

  

| Suppose instead 

‘loss due to experimentation and the sample sige must come 
from the total amount N, to be produced, Then the procedure 

Will be to manufacture n items using each method, producing. 

_ the remaining (N-+2n) itens using that method proved the — 

“ better on the initial ne 

| This thesis will deal. with some considerations ef ap~ 

\ 2 plying a minimax solution for the ‘optimum gample sige in the 

latter case, taking into. account the amount to be produced, 

the cost of mak 

  

    the cost of sampling and ing the wrong deci~ 

S1ON.



& 

il. THE LOSS FUNCTION 

If there is ne reason to believe that one method will 

    give a greater yield than. She obher, it is . reasonan: . ae 

an equal number, say n, should be produced using @ach method. 

Further it is reasonable to accept that method giving the 

    greater yield in the preliminary sample for | 

tion. This has been justified by Badahur (1950). 

Let the yields from the two methods be normally dis- 
tributed with unk 

  

nOWn M@ANS Yo > Bl» Fespectively, and a 

common variance o*, known at least approximately. Let the 

sample means from the two meth ods (populations) be Xe and, 

Xp» respectively. Define n, to be the population (unknown) 

with the larger mean. Let the cost of the preliminary san- 

ple | be G{n) = ey + egy where c, is the cost of sampling one 

unit and eo the cost of setting up the experiment. Then — 

the total expected Loss may be expressed as 

Ls (N - 2n) (ito - ~ ty) py + aly - my) + G{n), (21) 

where Py = P { choosing or | = { < %f é 

Now P Uo < =, | rie Ae 05 

p jE “ Ba)=(%9 - ” ey) _ — 

   Set = Pos aL, 
/2e 7a 

then the expected loss may be written as 

   



anh 

  

Te find the ‘eritical values of ve we solve for ¢ in 

ee a Os - | 

    

  

or 

How, Ae is ‘obvious from (Bek) that no / absolute masci mun 

| or minimum exists independently of n and Be However, for | 

any given values of vs ie is. possible vo obtain the value 

  

“of the ratio gan whieh corre a5 sponds to a critical + value of 

  

ie A few of these values are tabulated in Table Le it is 

- geen that in order for L to have a maximum or minimum, then 

re must be les ‘than .1289 and that > = /2 corresponds to 

  

this values



  

  

    
To ve ein 5 int Stoney he , inf Lection point, we solve ; £o 2° 2 ry in Ls or Oe 

  



oF 

  

ay = a as the inflection point. ‘ 

    

gives n= «1025 Me ‘ Tus, from the preceding discussion, 

    

To determine whether ‘we have a neximiging or minimiging 

< 41289, we may use the following 

  

rules | - 

~ > /é, a minimiging values 

Thies rule is justified 

Sco torn < v2 

  

sinee 

  

Of, CA eam ray Jatt > O for y > Be. 
ov® |



III. SPECIAL CASES 

  

if some a priori assumption is made that ¥< 2s then 

inimax solution will be shown to exist. 

  

Gonsiderable ealculation indieates that by taking y+ = 1 

as the unique maximiging value, then the expected loss, L, 

. departs little from the actual loss for the true y. Hence 

assuming ~ = 1, then 
a 

So wlo,ndax + + off        max * (N<2n) e m+ Gyn + Coy Bee 

  

* «158? No IE x n”2 + 46826 ie fe - + Gyn * Spe 

     we 73/2 

    

ag uM        o aGlbecy fs. | ; 
ai = 0, (341) |      

  

  

where d, = bel 556, 

dg *196852h, 

and dy = 2.9472. 
The proof is as follows: 

In (3.1), let 
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then we have y? + ay tbe Oy... (3.3) 

» the equation will possess 

  

only one real root. “This wil be the ease since in most 

practical, considerations, | N will be large conpared to ¢ and 

oy | | 
- “Cardan's solution to (3.3). gives / 

- | | | y sa + By 

  

  

| do =) = 190852, | - 

Henge» 

a o2/ 32/3    
If the ratio: & is very sna then, since ay ss a5 $ 

(342) reduces to: | 

Rone «2326 oh W/? ¢ 2/3 : | (3.4) 

Bek ¥2 fae 

For y > V2, the loss funetion will possess two values



LG 

  

of y, corresponding to a relative maximum and a “largest 

value". A general solution of this case has been at- 

compted but with no satisfactory results, However, it is 

easily seen that if y is sufficiently large, the loss 
function becomes 

- my) + en + & 5) 

  

L” = alte 

xy | 
since rf N(O,1)dx approaches Oe 

EES . 

  

| Now, (365) is a linear function of n and henee 1" is 

monotone increasing and to minimize the maximum Loss, we 

should not sample at all» This is an 

sult and indicates that if the manufacturer is not willing 

moat is smalls then a mi ndmax solution 

    

unsatisfactory re- 

GO assume that 

is not reasonable and thus no satisfactory one-stage solu} 

  

tion seems to CxiSt, 

Perhaps a two-stage sampling procedure way give a 

_ reasonable solution but no work on this Possibllity has been 

attempted. Another possibility is assigning @ distribu- 

  

| Suppose the manufacturer is not concernéd with the loss 

from sampling, then the expected Loss will be



il 

¥ N{O,l)dx # ayn + Coe 
   

1” = (N2n} o/s 

  

   ‘dad 

  

wea, 

It can be easily shows Ghat 

   
Iya © +1700 (Wan) o 2 + eyn + co 

fer all possible values of | Bo Bnd Bye 

HOW » 

      
: where fi * el 598, 

Bg = 17.3006, 
and £3 = +2963» | 

The proof is similar to that in Section 3.1, by. Leteing 

  

and 
Then (3-7) becomes



12 

ee + 4s Or hence the equation pos 

sesses only one real. roots oo 

Following Cardants solution,’ as indicated previously, 

  

(3 8) is found to be the solutions 

“Nowy again, af is very mall, then, gince gi. 1 Vi, 

(348 

   

    

} reduces to — 

| Boye ne oBh35 o 2/3 w*/3 ¢ 2/9, a | (349) 

This result, (3.9), is the solution discussed by 

somerville (1954), in the ease where > sampling is not from 

the amount to be produced. _ |
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(IV. DISCUSSION OF ‘THE. SOLUTION . 

“The preceding theory discusses the case when r is knowt, 

| at least approxinately, to ‘be within certain rangese Since 

+ ‘itself is a funetion of the sample Sigey it would be aif- 

ficult, if not impossible, for the manufacturer to always 

ascertain within ‘what range y will lie, However, it ts con- 

ceivable that he may have some idea of what the difference 

~ 1 is expected to be. 

_ When ¥< 2, then this amplies that the difference 

      

Bo > 1 will be smalls Hence for small differences, it 

séeins ‘feasibl 18 to use the solution for the ease age Vie 

Also when T is large, at. would seem te imply that the aif. 

ference Yo - BL would be largee Henes, for large differ- 

ences, the case. r>. ‘V2 would seem te be applicable. — Just 

how Soma" or how Marge" the difference Po. ~ Py must be, 

cannot be resolved very easily. 

Tt seems. practical, to assume for a given “small alf- 

ference of Wy - ty, that "<, Pe and proceed to ‘find the 

optimum sample - sige under this assumption. — Then by gub- 

stituting the sample - sige obtained, in the equation for To 

  

(202), the assumption can. be validated or refuted. If upon 

substitution, the result: "2 ye is found, then some other ~ 

“method of solution must be attempted. 

Consider an elementary example. A manufacturer con- 

  

cerned with the production of radiation shields has two



LA. 

processes submitted for producing these shields. He is 
willing to assume that the mean difference in months, before 

the shields ‘become radioactive, does: not. exceed 5 months. 

: te he desires to produce @ total ar. 100 shields and is cone 

fident ‘that owls then he would try 

ope | = +2926 26 PI a pe a 

which upon substitution would give 
| 2/3 

_ Tope, ae ‘5.0 oy 13. 

Now, the cost of Sampling must be expressed in the same 

    

mits a8 is the loss expected. Hence the manufacturer must 

convert the monetary sampling cost, which he is assumed to 

knows in terms of months. Suppose, in this case, ¢, = 1 
(month), Then his optimum sample would be 5 shields. 

Now, ‘When n= 5, then — 

  

[2 is valid. 

  

hence the assumption y <
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Ve. SUMMARY: ee 

The purpose of this work is to discover an optimum san- | 

ple size to be used for deciding between two methods (popu~ | 

lations). to choose for future productions , The procedure in- 

volves the formulation of a loss function, expressing the 

expected Loss due to choosing the population with the _ 

| smaller. ‘Mean as a@ function. of the difference: between the. 

population means, the anount | to be produced and the cost of 

sampling. A minimax procedure is applied to obtain the op- 

timum sample sige. | | | | 

Since the function dees not lend itself conveniently 

to mathematical considerations, special cases involving the 

difference between the means are considered and an optimum 

‘sample aize is found for these cases. In all eases, the op~ 

Gimum say 

be produced, the cost of sampling and the standard devia-~ 

uple size is an explicit funetion of the amount to 

  

tions
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